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has also proved to be of some value in the field, though data
on the long term efficacy of this regimen in non-immunes
are not available. Because potentiating combinations of
sulphonamides with antifolic drugs have been used for treat-
ment of drug-resistant falciparum infections these com-
pounds have also been introduced on a limited scale for pro-
phylaxis. Sulphadoxine, or sulphalene with pyrimethamine,
have been promoted in certain countries for weekly admin-
istration, but this advice has met with criticism. Side effects
of long-acting sulphonamides in persons sensitive to these
compounds can be serious. Moreover, there have been re-
ports of malaria parasites becoming resistant to these drugs,
and fears have been expressed that widespread prophylactic
use of sulphones and sulphonamides in the tropics may induce
resistance in many bacterial species and particularly in the
pathogens responsible for periodic epidemics of cerebro-
spinal meningitis in Africa.'0 It seems that the use of sul-
phonamides with pyrimethamine or other antifolic com-
pounds for prevention of malaria in non-immunes can be
justified only for short periods and when there is distinct
evidence of local resistance of P. falciparum to other drugs.
Though the present position with regard to malarial

chemoprophylaxis is certainly far from satisfactory,severalgood
compounds'0 -12 are available; when used with discernment
and on the basis of reliable information'2 they can still play
a major role in preventing malaria. One can only hope
that before long some of the new compounds, now in the
testing stage, will improve and expand our prophylactic
armoury.
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Surgery to the Stapes
A wave of interestl2 in second operations on patients with
otosclerosis treated earlier by stapedectomy might suggest that
a substantial proportion of them need further surgery
if their hearing is not to deteriorate. A series of
similar papers has already appeared from the U.S.A.,
the emphasis being on postoperative sensorineural loss,37
while the pioneer of stapedectomy recently reviewed his
changing technique in over 15,000 operations for otosclerosis.
Every technique and every surgeon has had a percentage of
failures both early and late after stapes surgery. The recent
papers reflect the accumulation of experience of these problem
cases rather than the emergence of a new situation which
demands second-look surgery.

It should be restated that otosclerosis remains a common
cause of conductive hearing loss in the adult population, and

that stapedectomy performed by an experienced otologist
continues to be the treatment of choice for the majority of
sufferers: it offers the best prospect of near-normal unaided
hearing. After the introduction of stapedectomy 15 years ago
many thousands of patients who had been awaiting such an
event presented themselves for surgical treatment. Today the
operation is less frequently performed, with two related
consequences. There is increasing medicolegal pressure for
this delicate surgery to be performed by those already ex-
perienced; and in consequence the trainee otologist does not
get the very experience which is needed to prevent at least
some of the failures. These remarks could, perhaps, apply to
any branch of surgical training, but there are always strong
emotions about loss of a special sense such as sight or hearing.

Shah's report' points out that whereas some otologists have
obtained initial successful results in over 90% of operated ears
a more broadly based analysis would undoubtedly yield a
lower figure. Furthermore, the exact frequency of late failures
varies considerably from series to series. He was concerned
mainly with the late recurrence of conductive deafness, coming
on months to years after the original stapedectomy. This was
seldom due to reclosure ofthe oval window by further otoscler-
osis. The common findings at revision surgery were displace-
ment of the prosthesis, necrosis of the incus, mechanical
problems resulting from poor articulation, and diminished
mobility from adhesions. Even with the ingenuity of modem
reconstructive middle-ear surgery only 40% of the revision
operations resulted in good hearing. Dawes and Currey2 also
discussed late recurrence of middle-ear deafness. Their
analysis included a few patients with sensorineural and with
mixed conductive and sensorineural deafness after stapedec-
tomy, amounting to 2% of their considerable experience. The
operative findings in the patients subjected to revision turgery
were foreign-body granuloma, fibrosis involving the oval
window, and some with no obvious cause for the hearing loss.
There was only one perilymph fistula.

In contrast, most North American reports (other than one
paper on reparative granuloma3) have been concerned with
this problem of perilymph fistula-a leakage of perilymph
through a defect in oval window membrane into the middle
ear. Among the features which should suggest a fistula are
fluctuating hearing, episodic vertigo, poor discrimination,
distorted sound, deterioration in hearing either gradual or
sudden at any stage postoperatively, initial failure to close the
air-bone gap, and sometimes clicking or dripping noises in the
affected ear. There has been an understandable reluctance on
the part of British otologists to advise re-exploration for
sensorineural or mixed deafness. There seems no doubt,
however, that perilymph fistula is the commonest single cause
of both early and late sensory hearing loss and that only
second-look surgery is likely to confirm the diagnosis. The
more rapid the deterioration, the more urgent the surgery.

Salvaging the hearing by repair of the perilymph fistula is
difficult but not impossible, figures ranging from 20% to
50%. Regrettably there is a 30% risk of further sensorineural
loss, and each patient must be carefully evaluated. Fistula
repair certainly abolishes troublesome vertigo and should be
undertaken in the presence of severe hearing loss when there
is nothing to lose and a chance of gain. In the presence of
reasonably good hearing, often in the better-hearing ear, the
suspicion of a fistula creates a real dilemma; in this circum-
stance the leak can sometimes be sealed with a small fat graft
without disturbing the previous surgical efforts. Effective
repair, however, demands dismantling the previous recon-
struction, excising the fistulous tract, covering the oval window
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with thin fascia or vein graft, and inserting another prosthesis;
it is this procedure which carries the further risk to hearing.

Otological enterprise is now being channelled into a number
of modified surgical techniques for stapedectomy which, in
theory, should reduce the risks of early and late failure. Time
will reflect their effectiveness.
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Fetal Antigens and Tumour
Cells
The association of fetal antigens with a wide variety oftumours
is thought1 to be part-and-parcel of the more general phe-
nomenon of aberrant protein production by neoplastic cells,
otherwise exemplified by the "inappropriate" synthesis of a
wide range of hormones or enzymes.
From an immunological point of view, however, the dis-

covery of an association of fetal antigens with the tumour cell
surface was particularly exciting. If it could be shown that
these antigens were an essential part of the tumour-specific
transplantation antigen, then an immune response directed
against the fetal antigenic determinants would lead to tumour
cell rejection; and the fact that fetal antigens might cross-react
with a wide variety of tumour-specific transplantation antigens
gave momentum to the search for a common or universal
cancer antigen. The immunotherapeutic implications of
identifying such a protein were readily apparent. Considerable
effort has been spent on this approach to the study of tumour
plasma-membrane antigens. The experimental data are
inconclusive, but it looks as if the early hopes are going to be
disappointed.

In 1906 Shone showed2 that mice which had previously
been injected with murine fetal tissue were able to reject
subsequent tumour transplants which would otherwise have
grown and proved lethal. In 1927 Fibiger3 elegantly showed
that when an extract of fetal mouse skin was injected into the
animal host it would retard the growth-and also prevent
metastic spread-of a primary skin tumour produced in mice
by a coal tar carcinogen.
More recently it has been shown that the growth of a

transplanted sarcoma in rats can be inhibited by prior im-
munization with fetal liver cells.4 5 Hamsters6 I similarly
treated will show resistance to the oncogenic effects of the
DNA S.V.40 virus. Immunization of the adult animal with
fetal tissue was more effective if allogeneic, rather than
syngeneic, tissue was used.5 But more striking is the beneficial
protection which can be afforded across the species barrier:
in the hamster-S.V.40 system, for example, successful pro-
tection can be given by immunization with human, murine,
bovine, and hamster fetal tissue.68 These oncofetal antigens
are phase-specific, in as much as they are expressed at a certain

stage of fetal development. The late fetus does not provide
useful immunogenic antigens.
When an adult animal is "immunized" with embryonic

tissue it can be shown that both specific cell-mediated
immunity and circulating antibody are produced, and that
these cross-react with the fetal tissue and the tumour cell
system.7-11 The multiparous pregnant animal may also pro-
duce circulating oncofetal antibodies1°-as might be expected
since it will have been exposed previously to various fetal
antigens. This sort of experimental information lends weight
to the immunological explanation of the protection afforded
by oncofetal antigens.
The surface of a tumour cell is a complex biochemical,

physiochemical, and immunological structure; so it is not
surprising that on that surface there should be more than one
new antigen unfamiliar to the immune system.12-14 Frequently
one of these neoantigens happens to be a fetal antigen, but
many studies havc now indicated that this fetal antigen does
not form part of the tumour-specific transplantation anti-
gen'2-17 and is therefore not involved in immunological
tumour cell rejection.15'17
Membrane oncofetal antigens have also been described in

human malignant disease, for example, the leukaemoembry-
onic antigen'8 and the embryonic antigen found in human
carcinoma of the colon.19 Carcinoembryonic antigen seems to
be a glycoprotein closely related to the cell membrane.
Tumour-specific transplantation antigens are, unfortunately,
more difficult to define in human neoplastic disease, so their
relationship to oncofetal antigens is still far from clear.
At our present stage of understanding, then, we may say

that the glycoprotein structure of the cell membrane is com-
plex and possesses more than one neoantigen. One of these
may be an antigen which is also expressed in early fetal life,
and it may well transcend species barriers. But the possibility
that tumour rejection may be effected, immunologically, by an
assault on the tumour embryonal surface antigen seems much
less likely. It must be stressed, however, that the clinical im-
portance of studying and measuring fetal proteins in malignant
disease is of ever-increasing value as a monitor of the progress
of the disease in the individual patient and its response to
treatment.
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